Schedule3: Quantity Limit for Personal Use of Medications
Carried by Inbound Passengers or the Crew of
Ships and Aircraft
Description of Goods

Quantity Limit

Tiger balm

3 bottles(L) or 12 bottles(S)

Pa kua tan

12 boxes(S)

Lung chiao san

6 boxes(S)

Chu feng oil

2 bottles
2 bottles (red: 340 pcs/bottles

Chujoto pill
or white: 490 pcs/bottles)
Salonpas

2 boxes (50 pcs/box)

Tioctan

2 bottles (300 pcs/bottle)

Seirogan

2 bottles (400 pcs/bottle)

Stomachic

1 bottles (1000 pcs/bottle)

Mentholatum

6 bottles

La chiao ointment

2 boxes (24 pcs/box)

Chao jih wan chin ointment

6 boxes (5 pcs/box)

Alinamin

2 bottles (290 pcs/bottle)

Oral vitamin tablet

12 bottles (not more than 1200 pcs)

Foods in tablet or capsule form

Each item12 bottles (total amount
not more than 2400 pcs. If the
quantity of an item is between1200
pcs and 2400 pcs, the Import
Approval issued by the Department
of Health, Executive Yuan is
required.)

Remarks

Contact lense

6 pairs

12 items of Chinese medicine herbs
(O.6 kg each), and Chinese
medicines with total quantity not
Chinese medicine herbs and Chinese
more than 36 bottles/boxes (12
medicine
bottles/boxes each).

Notes:
1. In respect of medications, only six items for personal use of medicines on the list are
allowed to be carried by passengers. Narcotics will be dealt with according to law.
Six items (2 bottles or boxes per item) of other personal medicines which are not on
the list are allowed to be carried by passengers.
2. The members of the crew of ships or aircraft who are transferring, are allowed, like
passengers, to bring 6 items ashore. However, the members of the crew are allowed
to bring 2 items only when sailing or flying back, but not including Chujoto (pill).
3. Passengers or the crew of ships and aircraft who carry controlled medicines for
treating their disease, should be covered by a certificate issued by a hospital or
clinic. The quantity should not exceed the limit prescribed by the certificate.

